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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most promising scientific fields of the last decade. The number of devices developed that support Internet things makes the application of internet things more interesting. The field of use includes the insurance sector, intelligent monitoring Environment, Smart City, sector-health care, Intelligent City, and also many other applications enabled for smart devices. The vision of the introduction of the internet, forming a network called IoT, where various information technology devices are connected, security and trust are most important for the user, because this network presumably used a large amount of data. However, trust is a significant obstacle that can hinder the growth of the IoT and even slow down the significant compression of many applications. This paper presents an approach using trust management (TM) with next-generation IoT networks for healthcare, agriculture, and sustainable development goals. Implementation of IoT conveys various problems of security and confidentiality. The use of IoT to ensure confidentiality, integrity, authentication, authorization, trust, secrecy, and management challenges are addressed. The paper uses decentralized blockchain technology to solve security and privacy issues in applications with the support of the IoT. Ethereum virtual machine is used to implement the Blockchain distributed network and healthcare insurance claims are taken as an example to test the proposed solution. Also, it is provided that the lessons and opinions discussed are primarily about the purpose of the trust, which can be reproduced in the future on the internet. The results show that distributed blockchain technology provides trust management and can improve the existing security and privacy of the IoT in the health and agriculture sectors, which is helpful for next-generation IoT networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a new model that was developed to connect millions of intelligent communications nodes to the Internet [1]. Some nodes are sensors and actuators that can process data from receiving and other equipment without human intervention [2]. The development of the internet has things exerting significant influence in several areas including smart city [3], smart healthcare [4], intelligent transport [5], air-link [6], data mining [7], manufacturing [8], and environmental monitoring [9-13]. This is the highest level of heterogeneity associated with the systems of Internet things, estimated to increase the existing security threats to the Internet, which are used to allow people to interact with machines [14]. Conventional privacy solutions and security settings do not meet the requirements of users due to their limited computing power.

In IoT different independent devices interact with each other to perform different tasks. These devices are so dense environment sustainably discovers other devices. Such discoveries are called semantic discoveries, which
create various problems related to information trust[15]. Various ways to achieve semantic interoperability include using a broker-based architecture. The broker architecture is complex and weak to handle discovery between objects. [16] Trust management in IoT environments is provided by various methods[17], [18] that user experience, sensor data irregularity, reliability, and availability as trust matrices. Its network environment is characterized by a special new challenge from the point of view of the IoT. The most important thing, in addition to its features, apart from confidentiality and security is trust. That is, if the aggregated information from different devices is malicious and not reliable enough, then the trust of the application layer and the network layer is fully ensured. The most important question that arises knows how the generated IoT data is converted into useful information to ensure a secure and reliable connection.

Sector healthcare is one of the most important sectors where the patient’s condition is controlled using various smart things placed in the patient’s body. Collecting data on patient health based on the architecture of the IoT network is already described in work[19]. The sector is gradually expanding globally. The traditional department of insurance is a centralized system in which all these operations are not known to each other. In the system of health insurance, patients are already registered with each insurance company, and this corresponds to all insurance companies. Some problems arise when a patient receives treatment at a hospital and requires an insurance policy, such as the type of treatment, financial claims, settlement, and trust. In recent years, the development of IoT devices has allowed us to collect, process, store, and analyze patient information in real-time. The benefits of using the IoT to provide medical care are faster treatment, lower costs, and easier diagnosis.

The next generation of smart agriculture based on IoT is expected to support advances in agricultural practices and technologies to support sustainable farmers and resources. It is economically viable, is reliable, socially stable, and works well. This approach is aimed at maintaining the quality of soils, reducing erosion and degradation of soils, as well as maintaining water resources. Also, especially in smart agriculture, if any of the sensors become malicious, it will affect decisions that directly hinder production [20]. Some existing approaches use a trust to solve the problem of identifying malicious nodes, but the field of intelligent agriculture is completely ignored. This paper presents an approach using trust management (TM) with next-generation IoT networks for healthcare, agriculture, and sustainable development goals. In which the integration of blockchain technology with IoT will be improved to address some security concerns. Blockchain is a technology derived from the Bitcoin cryptocurrency proposed by Satoshi ten years ago [21]. In this white paper, Satoshi explains for the first time the concept of peer-to-peer trading without involving a third party. All transactions are also stored digitally and are stored in all nodes of this network. Users of the application of the IoT need to build a relationship of trust between them. This paper explains the characteristics of reliability, the importance of trust management, and the goals of the IoT system.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Network implementation of the IoT is necessary to solve all the problems of security, as well as the problems of trust, reliability, stack, quality of service (QoS), and access control. Many modern studies show numerous gaps in research that need to be resolved because trust is one of the areas where a large number of studies are required to ensure adequate security. However, this is neglected, and such a mechanism for identifying malicious nodes based on trust parameters is not proposed. A significant amount of research has been conducted in various areas of health and intelligent agriculture, as explained in this section.

Since the time of technological advances on the Internet things in the health department have become smart from the perspective of tracking patients in real-time or fast information processing. Today, health insurance is an important area related to medical care. Each insurance case goes through different stages and requires a lot of documentation, but also time. The traditional and health insurance system has a lot of uncertainty, and there is no trust in patients, insurance companies, and hospitals. New technology IoT allows applications smart according to relevant technologies. The same technology, distributed digitally in an accounting blockchain technology, can protect the system from unauthorized access. Recently, several research articles were devoted to the use of health insurance in the IoT sector. The insurance industry has moved from a traditional approach to a new approach that uses technologies such as IoT, big data, and artificial intelligence[22]. Detection technology use,
fraud machine learning programs health insurance was offered in the works[23]. The IoT has already been used to monitor systems and public health patients in real-time. In the age of the internet, where everything is stored digitally, the leak of personal data and privacy of patients is down to real danger. Information sharing and data calculation must be carried out securely. The problem of implementation in the health sector is divided into the way, where everything is safely separated and calculated, is described[24].

In [25], a study on the digitization of smart cities and agriculture was published. The study found that it is important to use Arrowhead technology to improve network performance and help solve problems related to transmission speed, latency, etc. When it comes to intelligent agriculture, Arrowhead, which consists of components of a connector for data and a mechanism for data conversion connected to blocks of storage and auxiliary system, visualizes data solutions utilizing aggregation of the collected data and reporting part. Efficient use of energy resources is provided by an intelligent irrigation system[26]. The system uses the CC1310 SOC to design nodes with long-distance capability and low energy usage. Also, the proposed mechanism combines irrigation, to a 6LoWPAN and fuzzy for irrigation forecasting. In [27], protecting and improving the safety of the proposed encryption algorithm, IoT irrigation system. In this study, he said, it is important to ensure the safety of less intensive, devices where encryption is one of the most noticeable solutions to maintain integrity and confidentiality in nodes. The work [28] offered solar system security intellectual irrigation system IoT. Security is ensured using arm LAC2148 built-in laser and solar panels with a GSM module. The main contribution to the study is the use of arm-controllers that ensure sufficient accuracy with minimal accuracy. The same mechanism for safe watering smart agriculture was offered for work [29]. There is a method offered for using the small fences underwater consumption Android platform. This approach uses sensors to collect data (e.g. level of soil moisture, temperature, and more).

The decision was made using a nebulous theory of privacy and reliability. Also, existing studies on security at IoT require considerable attention to address several safety concerns, such as confidentiality, reliability, and data integrity, as stated [30-34]. Also, IoT was offered several mechanisms of trust, indicating that it has a significant impact on logged malicious nodes [35-36]. IoT it is important to identify nodes that can affect the intelligent irrigation system. The paper [37] discussed the introduction of IoT in intelligent agriculture and the role of trust in minimizing risks. The study details the importance of trust and suggests that trust is key to the technology adoption model, and may also play an important role in building positive relationships between nodes. However, trust management in IoT has been neglected for decades, and IoT network requires robust mechanisms to maintain a secure environment between sensors.

3. BLOCKCHAIN AND IOT INTEGRATION

Since its development, IoT has given interesting applications such as smart cities, smart houses, and smart health systems. Automation and digitization systems improve people's quality of life. However, data transmission per share calculation centralized management system is not reliable. The application needs to address security, confidentiality, reliability, and scalability issues. In this way, block chain introduces decentralized features such as scalability, autonomy, reliability, security, immutability, trust, and integrates block chain-conceptual fields that can benefit from the IoT to solve problems with IoT applications.

3.1 A variety of Attacks Solution using the Block chain

3.1.1 IoT Device Authentication and Authorization

Traditionally, authentication is done using a central server. The Blockchain-based smart contract provides the ability to authenticate IoT devices as distributed and peaceful multi-party authentication. Bubble trust—this is the technology offered to decentralized authentication devices IoT[38]. Smart-contracts are based on a complex comparison between traditional authorization and IoT devices. A smart contract is also used to update software or hardware, even to authorize devices to verify certain policies.
3.1.2 Confidentiality and Non-Repudiation

It is clear that each transaction is encrypted and the verification process before adding its block format. Each node uses its hash address authentication using the node's digital signature, based on ECC, a node that gives different permissions to smart contracts. Thus, the privacy of users is preserved in the blockchain system. Non-Repudiation is not possible in a blockchain system. Because each node sends a message and its digital signature to another node. Thus, the owner's details of the transaction are verified decrypted using the message sender's public key. In the latter part, no one can deny that the deal was not done for them. In the registration process, each node receives a unique identification number, which is written in the blockchain, so forge a node also can't. The term uses authentication to process cryptography with a public key. Proper authentication can prevent rejection and interference.

3.1.3 Data leakage and Trust Management

All data is cryptographically protected and signed by the sender with a digital signature. All topics in-network data formats are stored in a digital ledger format. Thus, there is no possibility of a data leak or data transit attack in a blockchain-based system. All nodes have a copy of the same transaction, so they can verify any other transaction. The identity of the nodes can be identified using a unique key and their digital signature, which increases the trust of all users.

3.2 IoT Applications Blockchain Solution Approach

As shown in Fig. 1. An intelligent application based on the IoT is a blockchain design concept. The blockchain architecture can be either an authorized or an unauthorized model. The device IoT is connected to another intermediate system and may have peer fog. These intermediate nodes are connected broken down to serve communication and computing purposes. A single node is defined by multiphase calculations in the decision-making process to improve performance and reliability. As for the application requirements, it is necessary to develop a smart contract that will be deployed on the blockchain platform. Currently, two widely used blockchain platforms available, Ethereum and Hyperledger fabric. A smart contract's output to the corresponding output in a program that is required as a self-executing program. Like the development of many applications, smart home monitoring systems can send alarm notifications in the event of a fire to a responsible user. Similarly, in smart healthcare systems, the information collected can be used to respond quickly through foggy computing and blockchain-based smart contracts. In some smart applications, actions can be done immediately if the event is known. Finally, because blockchain systems are secure, tamper-proof, distributed, and immutable makes the IoT systems will be more secure and reliable.
4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR HEALTHCARE

The insurance sector is one of the most demanding sectors today. There are many different types of insurance coverage, as insurance can be medical, transportation, home, and any electronics. Patients can register through the hospital or start health insurance directly through the online system. The insurance company will review the insurance claim and approve it accordingly. Finally, the hospital, after the patient's treatment was over, claimed the final money directly to the insurance company. If the hospital receives the approval of the insurance company, the patient will be discharged. Problems with traditional systems are:

- The patient never really knows how much the insurance company paid, as well as the date and time of release.
- Communication occurs between two or more parties mainly related to the two parties.
- There is no transparent way of communicating information.
- There is no trust between users.

Figure 1: IoT applications integrated based on blockchain architecture [40].
5. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND RESULT DISCUSSION

Ethereum is a decentralized, open-source, public, and hassle-free block chain platform that offers a computer application to run on top of it. This allows developers to program their smart contracts using the solidity language without having to create their blockchain. Applications running on the block chain can interact with each other in the block chain network, and a complete network of connected applications, called decentralized applications (dApps), will be developed. Since the Ethereum platform has a shorter blocking time than bitcoin, it is more convenient to run the application. The blocking and recording of crypto transactions are done by Ethereum and are very fast, resulting in faster transactions. Ethereum handles a large number of transactions that occur on the Internet without the user waiting for a long time.

5.1 Experimental Setup

When creating a block chain virtual network for deploying Ethereum, a system with an Intel Core i5-5200U 2.2 GHz processor and 8 GB of Linux RAM is used as an operating system. We are creating an Ethereum platform of ten users with a unique hash ID created for a network connection. With a unique identifier, nodes can transmit a message from one to another using the signature concept. Digital signature means adding digital code to an electronic message so that others can control it. The advantages of using digital signature include content verification, user identity verification, which prevents the user from being rejected. The uniqueness of a digital signature is that each document has a unique code. In a block chain system, each node's digital signature can be forwarded to a message using its signature and other nodes to verify it.

5.2 IoT application Smart Contract

Smart contracts make small computer programs of the block chain. This is similar to a physical contract, but it doesn't require you to trust a third party to work. This allows you to automatically perform a specific task when certain predefined conditions are triggered. Since the smart contract is stored inside the blockchain, it works...
completely decentralized. With this method, no one on the network can gain control of the property. Since they are stored in the blockchain, they inherit some interesting features:

- It is immutable, meaning a smart contract can never be changed once it is entered into the blockchain. So that no one can forge the code of the smart contract behind your back.
- It is distributed, that is, each online confirms the conclusion of the smart contract. Thus, an attacker cannot force a contract in a certain way, because this attempt will be noticed by other nodes of the blockchain network and they will mark this attempt as invalid.
- It can work as multiple endorsement accounts, so a smart contract is only executed if the required number of nodes is supported.
- It can store useful information about the application, such as registration and domain name information.

The use of smart contracts in various applications and tasks of the IoT is described in [39]. As shown in figure 2. A smart contract can be written and implemented in the Ethereum blockchain network.

5.3 Smart Contract-based Health Insurance System for Experimental Purposes

In this paper, after the blockchain, a system will be created based on the Ethereum platform, and for verification and verification; the health insurance system will be treated as an IoT application. As shown in Figure 2. The healthcare system has three divisions: the patient, the insurance company, and the healthcare system. The smart contract of all these entities is written with power and deployed in the blockchain network. In this example, the patient's first smart contract is executed automatically each time the patient's input criteria are met and the message is forwarded to the network. Both the hospital and the insurance company show the message. All events that occur are then recorded digitally and are available to all three divisions of the blockchain network. Security and privacy concerns with this system relate to address space, authentication, and authorization, secure communications, trust management, data authentication, integrity, and secure computing for IoT devices.

![Gas consumption by various smart contracts of the Ethereum network in a deployed state.](image)

Figure 3: Gas consumption by various smart contracts of the Ethereum network in a deployed state.
The use of the gas of the Ethereum virtual machine in the execution of various smart contracts, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. If you run a blockchain network deployed in a smart contract, the event will be triggered automatically. All transactions in the proposed distributed network are recorded only in digital format. In this work, it will be used to be implemented as a private blockchain. First, all nodes are authenticated in the system. Input data is collected from various sensor devices and transmitted to the blockchain for processing. Every organization is capable of smart contracts. It functions as the execution of smart contracts, as well as events corresponding to triggers. When sending a message, the digital signature is used together with the message to avoid rejection.

6. CONCLUSION

IoT is one of the most promising areas of research in the last decade. This is the concept of developing a smart home, intelligent environmental monitoring, intelligent traffic management, including the development of many applications using Trust Management with IoT. All of these apps are great for use without human interaction. The application can operate in real-time using various sensors, actuators, and intelligent devices. Health insurance is one of the most promising areas in the world. In the traditional insurance system, there are problems such as trust management, the clarity of the requirements, delays in the processing, and settlement issues. In this article, we propose a structure based on blockchain technology, in which all participating entities are connected in a distributed manner. The Ethereum virtual machine was used as a blockchain platform for implementation purposes. Since this is a private blockchain, all units are registered initially. The smart contract designs different functionality for each block. The results showed that the smart contract is triggered when a smaller amount of gas during the performance. Here, the entire insurance payment process is recorded in a digital ledger format using a digital signature that builds trust between related users. In the future, implements a public blockchain environment so that more users can handle network and multi-party computing.
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